POINT OF SALE PRODUCTS

POSTER FRAMES

EEZI-SLIDE LITE FRAME
With EEZI-SLIDE Lite Frame it is as simple as sliding out the
media sandwich from the opening on the one side of the frame
and inserting the new graphic.
In no time and with very little effort you have an updated your
single or double sided display.
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Single or Double Sided
16mm Auluminium Profile
Standard Sizes: A4 to A0
2 Suspension Clips
Suitable te be mounted as a projected sign
Custom sizes available on request

Opening in prole for easy graphic removal.

KWIK-KLIK ECO FRAME
A very price competitive poster frame perfect for small poster
sizes. The front profiles are made of silver anodized aluminium
with the backing and the corners injection molded. The small
and elegant safety corners make the ECO-FRAME a userfriendly product while keeping the look of a mitred frame.
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Silver anodised aluminum profiles
Profile: 14mm / 25mm
Available with mitred corners.
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PROFILE

POSTER SIZE / FORMAT

14
14

DIN A6
DIN A5

105 x 148mm
148 x 210mm

25
25
25
25

DIN A4
DIN A3
DIN A2
DIN A1

210 x 297mm
297 x 420mm
420 x 594mm
594 x 841mm

UNIQUE
CONSTRUCTION
POSTER
FRAMES

Accessories for wallfixing included.
Small sizes available with a counter support.
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KWIK-KLIK 32mm SECURITY FRAME
Kwik-Klik poster frames offer a cost effective and creative way to
display posters and printed graphics.
The ingenious KLIK system of Kwik-Klik aluminium poster frames
allows you to change posters in no time. Simply “KLIK” open the
profile, remove the transparent protective sheet (poster cover)
and change the poster.
Updating of advertising, branding campaigns or display graphics
can be done quickly and the durable spring steel hinge
mechanism of the Kwik-Klik poster frames ensures long-term
durability.
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Single or Double Sided
Standard Sizes: A4 to A0
(Correx backing with a non-reflective overlay.)

The shape of the aluminium profile makes it difficult
to open which acts as a deterrent against possible
vandalism.

KWIK-KLIK A-STAND
Kwik-Klik poster frames offer a cost effective and creative
way to display posters and printed graphics.
The ingenious KLIK system of Kwik-Klik aluminium poster
frames allows you to change posters in no time. Simply “KLIK”
open the profile, remove the transparent protective sheet
(poster cover) and change the poster.
Updating of advertising, branding campaigns or display
graphics can be done quickly and the durable spring steel
hinge mechanism of the Kwik-Klik poster frames ensures longterm durability.
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Double sided
Foldable legs (1200mm length)
32mm Security Profile
Standard Sizes: A1 and A2
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